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Manor Primary School 

Art and Design: Year 1  

Spring Term: Investigating Materials: Collage 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit of learning pupils will to investigate the qualities of a variety of natural and manmade materials. They learn skills for weaving and gain sensory experience of materials and an understanding of colour and texture. 

They learn about how textiles are used in their own and others’ lives. 

Core Aims  

 Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences 

 Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques 

 To evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 

 Know about great artists, craft makers and designers and understand the historical and cultural 

development of their art forms. 

Pupils should be taught to develop their knowledge, skills and understanding 

Exploring and developing ideas 

 Record from first-hand observation, experience and imagination, and explore ideas  

 Ask and answer questions about the starting points for their work, and develop their ideas. 

 Explore visual and tactile elements, including colour, pattern and texture, line and tone, shape, 

form and space  

 Understand materials and processes used in making art, craft and design  

 Find the differences and similarities in the work of artists, craftspeople and designers in different 

times and cultures [for example, sculptors, photographers, architects, textile designers]. 

Pupils should be taught to investigating and making art, craft and design: 

 investigate the possibilities of a range of materials and processes  

 try out tools and techniques and apply these to materials and processes, including drawing  

 represent observations, ideas and feelings, and design and make images and artefacts. 
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Pupils should be taught to evaluating and developing work 

 review what they and others have done and say what they think and feel about it  

 identify what they might change in their current work or develop in their future work. 

 

Expectations 

Children can: 

 explore a range of starting points for practical work [for example, themselves, their experiences, stories, natural and made objects and the local environment]  

 work on their own, and collaborating with others, on projects in two and three dimensions and on different scales  

 using a range of materials and processes [for example, painting, collage, print making, digital media, textiles, sculpture]  

 investigate different kinds of art, craft and design [for example, in the locality, in original and reproduction form, during visits to museums, galleries and sites, on the internet]. 

 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

to investigate the possibilities of a range of materials and processes 

 

to explore the effects of movement on different materials 

 

to understand how different fabrics are used in different ways 

Display a variety of fabrics, eg samples of paper, felt, knitted, bonded. Include woven objects, eg textiles, mats, baskets, cloth, garments 

from different cultures. Discus the fabrics and where they come from. Compare each fabric – identifying the similarities and 

differences.  

 

Provide pictures and books about weaving. List key words and provide visual aids to support language work – discuss what weaving is 

and where it is used. 

http://curriculum.qcda.gov.uk/key-stages-1-and-2/subjects/art-and-design/keystage1/index.aspx#note2_3_a
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Show how woven textiles are used around the world. 

Over 3 weeks 

Provide a variety of materials, eg papers, fabrics and plastic packaging. Ask the children to explore the effects of:  

Week 1 - folding, scrunching, tearing, cutting, deconstructing, pleating  

Week 2 - joining in different ways, eg tying, plaiting, twisting, using running stitch and gathering  

Week 3 - colouring with dyes and water-based paint, eg with beetroot, using brown and red onion skins, blackberries, 

elderberries  

Ask the children to describe the effects, eg soft, spiky, rough. Children to record their learning in their Visual diaries – sticking in 

examples and describing the texture. Chn record experimental pieces on a long strip of paper to refer back to.  

 

 

 

to ask and answer questions about the starting points for their work, and develop 

their ideas 

 

 

 

to understand what fabric is and how it is used 

Ask the children what they understand by the word ‘fabric’. Ask them to list words connected with fabric, eg cloth, paper, animal skin, 

textiles, plastic, and the variety of items that are made from fabric, eg clothes, mats, curtains, roofs of buildings, tents.  

 

 

Ask the children to bring in a fabric they like, eg item of clothing, and talk about why they like it and how it makes them feel. 

 

Provide a collection of fabrics and ask the children to describe the texture and surface of selected samples and say what they think and 

feel about it.  

 

Challenge children to group the fabrics in different ways, eg by how they are made or decorated, by how they feel. Children can have a 
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little example in their visual diaries. 

 

Give the children magnifying glasses and ask them to explore the construction of the different fabrics. Ask them to describe how they 

think the fabrics are made. Children could sketch what they see and make notes about textures. 

Identify fabrics that are woven, knitted, crocheted, bonded and fabrics such as felt.  

Talk about the practical, personal, social and aesthetic importance of textiles in different times and places. 

Link children’s comments to the function of the fabric, eg protection, celebration, decoration, ceremony. 

 

to try out tools and techniques and apply these to materials and processes 

 

to understand what a loom is and create their own using simple weaving 

 

to use an unconventional material to create a weave 

 

to understand how to use dyes and paints to change colours 

Over several weeks 

Week 1 - Identify simple looms and basic weaving techniques. Show the children how to make simple weavings using strips of paper.  

Provide a range of patterned papers and encourage them to select interesting papers and explore different patterns of weaving, eg 

over/under, in and out, over two and under one.  

Show the children how to make a simple card loom that has the same number of notches at either end. Show them how to 'dress the card 

loom' (make the warp). Ask them to practise the act of weaving to make the weft.  

Week 2/3 - Show the children unconventional looms, eg spokes of a wheel, picture frames, twigs/small branches. 

 

 

 Ask them to work in pairs or small groups to develop a weaving using something they have found, eg a branch, a wheel, a picture frame. 

Use this as a structure for the warp and make warp threads. Ask the children to use a variety of found natural and made materials to 

create the weft of their weaving.  

Week 4 - Show the children how to experiment with dyes and paint and how to change the colours of materials or parts of the weaving. 
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Ask them to use these techniques to change the colour and surface texture of the weaving, or part of it.  

Some children may need to work on ready-made looms that allow them finger space. Use a cardboard box. 

Divide weft by using strips of corrugated card stuck to the edges. 

Guide children with group work, praising them when they are cooperating and making joint decisions about the weaving. 

Show the children examples of textiles work by contemporary makers. Talk about the materials and methods they have used and the 

qualities they have created (see Teacher’s Guide appendix). 

Experimenting with colour and dyes could be done as a separate activity carried out earlier. 

 

to try out tools and techniques and apply these to materials and processes 

to review what they and others have done and say what they think and feel about 

it  

to consider what they might change in their current work or develop in their 

future work 

 

Over several weeks 

Week 1 - Look at a range of wall hangings from different artists.  Explain ch are going to create a wall hanging to represent their class.  

 

Ask them to design a panel with their own name and pattern on squared paper (15 cm square) Make a note of colours and materials in 

design in visual diary.  

 

Week 2/3 - Explain to ch they are going to use their newly acquired skills to create a group wall hanging. 

Introduce the jute scrim as base for hanging. Give ch their own panel to recreate their design using wool, fabric etc.  

Join groups then class panels together using a wool binding. 

 

As the children make their weavings, ask them to describe what they are making and how they are using materials in their work.  

Encourage the children to identify qualities that are developing in their work. Ask them to say what they find interesting and like about 

the textures and colours they have used. Are these the qualities they were trying to achieve?  

Ask the children to match the outcomes to their feelings about the weavings they have created. How does it make a difference using more 

complex weaving techniques based on their basic skills? Combine small samples of their weaving with other fabrics to create a fabric 
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collage 
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Manor Primary School 

Art and Design: Year 2 

Spring Term: Sculpture and 3D Art in our Community and Beyond 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will learn to develop their understanding of shape, form, texture and the sensory qualities of materials. They learn about the work of sculptors and about different kinds of sculpture, including those 

made of natural materials. They also learn skills for arranging materials they have collected to make a relief collage and a sculpture.   

Core Aims  

 Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences 

 Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques 

 To evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 

 Know about great artists, craft makers and designers and understand the historical and cultural 

development of their art forms. 

Pupils should be taught  

Expectations 

Children can: 

 exploring a range of starting points for practical work [for example, themselves, their experiences, stories, natural and made objects and the local environment]  

 working on their own, and collaborating with others, on projects in two and three dimensions and on different scales  

 using a range of materials and processes [for example, painting, collage, print making, digital media, textiles, sculpture]  

 investigating different kinds of art, craft and design [for example, in the locality, in original and reproduction form, during visits to museums, galleries and sites, on the internet]. 

 

 

 
 
 
Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  
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 To explore and understand the materials and processes used in 

making sculpture 

 

 To understand what a sculpture is and why it is made 

 

 To describe places in our local area where sculptures can be seen. 

 

Ask the children to explain what 'sculpture' is and what a sculptor does. Ask them if they know what materials are used to make 

sculptures, eg stone, wood, metal.  

Show the children a variety of examples of sculpture to challenge the children's ideas about the materials used. Explore ideas about why 

the materials are used, eg long lasting, temporary, to resist weather, to convey ideas about the subject.  

Ask the children to identify places in the local area where they could see sculpture, eg place of worship, town hall, library, park, town 

square. It is important that children have the opportunity to experience sculpture 'in the round'. If possible, arrange a visit to see local 

freestanding sculpture or to a museum or gallery that has sculptures in its collection. Viewing sculpture in relief on buildings would also 

be valuable.  

Talk about the idea of making art from natural materials and about conserving the natural environment. 

Espresso Primary - Art 1 - Sculpture 

Show children the work of an artist, craftsperson or designer who works with a variety of materials. Ask the children why they think 

these people use such materials.  

Chn make a replica of one or more of those sculptures using clay. Demonstrate the skills of twisting, joining, tearing, pulling, rolling 

and generally manipulating the clay in different ways. Let the chn experiment with using and developing these skills. Encourage 

children to change, modify, add texture or pattern using clay tools, or by imprinting with found objects. Encourage children to talk 

about the ‘feel’, the shape as they work. 

 

 

To explore materials and processes used in making sculpture. 

 
Provide chn with other sculptors work to look at and discuss. Show the children a range of sculptures that can be seen around the 

world and are well known. 

What materials have been used? How? Why has the sculptor chosen these materials? What is the effect of the different materials? 

 

Provide chn with materials such as cardboard boxes, bottles, foil, newspaper etc and challenge chn, in groups to make a junk model or 

http://espresso.schoolint.wolverhampton.gov.uk/modules/t1_sculpture/index.html
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sculpture using these materials that resembles on that they have seen today. Differentiate sculpture if needed otherwise let the children 

select their own. 

 

 To discuss and research the art work of Andy Goldsworthy 

 

 To understand why people use nature to make a sculpture 

 

 To look closely at a sculpture and identify the natural objects that we 

have used.  

Show children the work of an artist, craftsperson or designer who works with natural materials eg Andy Goldsworthy.  

Ask the children why they think these people use natural, fallen or dying materials from the environment. Is it because they love nature? 

Do they want to attract attention to the beauty of nature without taking anything away? Ask the children how these artists might record 

their work, eg in photographs, on film.  

Children choose one of the sculptures to study, answering questions such as What is the sculpture called?  Who is the sculptor?  What 

can you see in the sculpture?  What materials have been used?  Do you think the sculptor want to create something that looked real?  

What do you think the sculptor imagined when they created this sculpture?  What colours can you see?  Do you like the sculpture?  If so 

why?  How does the sculpture make you feel? 

 

Using a picture of the sculpture children to look closely and discuss this  - creating thought shower in visual diary? Recreating a drawing 

of it? 

 

 to ask and answer questions about the starting points for their work, 

and develop their ideas  

 to talk about our ideas and the media we will use 

 to begin to use the skills we have learnt this week in our final piece 

Ask the children to think of their favourite place out of doors, eg the park, garden, river, canal, seaside. Ask them to imagine they are 

there. What can they see? What can they smell? What can they hear? What colours are around them? What can they touch? What do 

they feel?  

 identify colours, textures, smells and sounds in the environment and describe their feelings  

 describe differences in surfaces and textures  

 recreate natural and made materials into a collage  

Talk about and investigate how environmental sculptures are created by:  

o weaving grasses or rushes and twigs  

o using thorns to attach plant forms or leaves  
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o arranging leaves, rocks, pieces of wood or branches in an interesting or innovative way  

o floating leaves, twigs, petals or seeds on pools, streams or puddles  

Over a few weeks practice the above techniques 

To investigate and record the qualities of a variety of natural materials, using their 

observations as a basis for a collage design. 

To investigate and explore the possibilities of a range of materials and processes, 

and use tools and techniques to represent observations of shape, texture and 

pattern. 

To review their own and others' work, saying what they think and feel about it 

and considering what they might change in their current work or might develop 

in future work. 

To understand how natural materials can be used to create a sculpture 

 

Over several weeks 

1.  Using the materials they collected and other natural materials children make line drawings that focus on line, texture and 

shape. 

2.  Explore different effects of tearing, scrunching, deconstructing and layering using different types of paper. 

3.  Use inks to overlay colours to show changes in shape and surface. 

4.  Explore different effects by scratching the surface of Polyfilla with sharp implements, observing changes in texture as it dried.  

5.  Make a collage inspired by nature eg bark texture, by mixing together a range of techniques, using paper, collage, Polyfilla, 

drawing and painting. 

Consider how Andy Goldsworthy had used natural materials in his work 

Talk about their work, identify successful features.  Consider how well they had created the desired textures, established which 

materials/techniques worked best. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 to record from first-hand observation and explore ideas Arrange a visit to a park, wood, forest, rocky place, coast or scrubland. Ask the children to work in pairs and to look for 'natural' 
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 to investigate the possibilities of a range of materials and processes 

 

sculptures, eg plant, earth or rock formations of any size or scale.  

Ask them to make sketches and notes and, if possible, take photographs of these sculptures. Ask them to notice: How is the 'sculpture' 

arranged? What materials are used? What shaped it? What effect did wind, weather, animals have on it?  

Ask them to collect a wide variety of natural and made materials. (Children will use these materials to produce a collage and sculpture.)  

Point out how environmental sculptures relate to the natural environment. Talk about the different natural materials and joining methods 

used in these sculptures – refer back to the examples of Andy Goldsworthy 

When collecting natural materials, ensure that children only collect fallen, dead or dying natural material. Emphasise the importance of 

not disturbing the area in which they find the materials. When collecting made materials, stress health and safety aspects. 

Talk about and investigate how environmental sculptures are created by:  

o weaving grasses or rushes and twigs  

o using thorns to attach plant forms or leaves  

o arranging leaves, rocks, pieces of wood or branches in an interesting or innovative way  

o floating leaves, twigs, petals or seeds on pools, streams or puddles  

Ask the children to create a collage using the materials they collected on the visit that shows the shapes, textures and colours of their 

favourite place. Ask them to choose materials that 'match' their feelings about the textures of the place, eg soft moss, crisp autumn leaves, 

rough tree bark. Glue materials in place on a firm card base. Leave the natural colours of materials where possible and add colour where 

appropriate.  

 

 

 

 to try out tools and techniques and apply these to materials and 

processes  

Ask the children to make a sculpture for their favourite place using the natural and made materials they collected. Encourage the children 

to explore ideas that the materials suggest to them. For example can they 'see' the shape of an animal or fish, the shape or form of a 
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 to review what they and others have done, say what they think and feel 

about it and what they might change  

 

person, or a tree? Encourage the children to explore different ways of joining the parts of the sculpture, if this is necessary, using simple 

methods, eg glue, pins, staples. Emphasise that their sculpture could be temporary.  

Talk about the suitability of materials for different parts of the sculpture. Where appropriate, children could develop the surface, eg using 

sand mixed with glue and paint, shavings.  

Stress that the sculpture does not have to be permanent, but that their ideas and how they put the parts of the sculpture together are 

important.  

Ask the children to describe what they are making and how they are using materials in their work.  

  

 to review what they and others have done and say what they think and 

feel about it  

 to identify improvements that you can make to your work 

 

Encourage the children to identify qualities in their collages and explore the tactile qualities of the surfaces and describe how the surfaces 

make them feel.  

Encourage them to identify qualities in their sculptures, to look at their work from different angles and to see the form 'all the way 

round'. Talk about what they find interesting and like about the shapes, forms and textures they have used.  

Help could include:  

providing a list of key words and visual aids  

suggesting how to order what is said  

Ask the children to name the methods and processes they have used in their work, using the key words to help them describe what they 

did. 

 

 

 Suggested examples of art, craft and design 

• pictures or reproductions of different kinds of sculpture, including: 
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– works using materials such as stone, bronze and wood,  

– works using found materials, eg Picasso 

– works using natural materials, eg Andy Goldsworthy 

‘Interwoven Circle’ – Andy Goldsworthy, ‘Leaf Boat’ – Amber Hiscott, ‘The Extended Shadow’ – Shirazeh Houshiary, ‘Cockerel’ – 

Nicola Hicks, ‘The Hunter’ – Andrew Newell Wyeth, ‘Desert Quartet’ – Elisabeth Frink, ‘Ship of Fortune’ – Aritaka Senzan, ‘The 

Drummer’ – Barry Flanagan, ‘A Pew Group’ – Staffordshire Pottery, ‘The Wrestlers’ – Paul Manship, ‘Woman Reading’ – Pablo 

Picasso, ‘Metaphysical VII, Pax and Dog’ – Italo Scanga, ‘Unique Forms of Continuity in Space’ – Umberto Boccioni. 

 

 

Post Cards: Nylon Monofilament “Wave” – Muriel Fry 

Bronze “Serendipity” – Bryan Rogers 

Steel “Reflection” – Bryan Rogers 

Sycamore “Lyre” – Bryan Rogers 

Laminated Cards: Andy Goldsworthy sculptures. 
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Manor Primary School 

Year 3 : Art and Design 

Powerful Art: Modern Art, Pop Art and Comic Strips 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will look at a variety of examples of Modern and Pop art. They will look at abstract art and how colour is used in abstract art and how expressionist artists show feelings. They will then move on to 

looking at comic strips and create their own. 

Core Aims  

 Produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences 

 Become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques 

 To evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design 

 Know about great artists, craft makers and designers and understand the historical and cultural 

development of their art forms. 

Pupils should be taught to explore and express ideas : 

Children should: 

 record from experience and imagination, to select and record from first-hand observation and to explore ideas for 

different purposes 

 question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and select ideas to use in their work 

 collect visual and other information [for example, images, materials] to help them develop their ideas, including 

using a sketchbook. 

 

Pupils should be taught to evaluate and develop their ideas : 

Pupils should: 

 compare ideas, methods and approaches in their own and others' work and say what they think and feel about 

them 

 adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might develop it further 

 

Pupils should be taught to investigate and make : 

Pupils should: 

 investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and processes and to match these qualities to the 

purpose of the work 

 apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, developing their control of tools and 

techniques 

 use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas and feelings, and to design and 
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make images and artefacts 

 

 

Pupils should develop their knowledge and understanding :  

Pupils should: 

 visual and tactile elements, including colour, pattern and texture, line and tone, shape, form and space, and how 

these elements can be combined and organised for different purposes 

 materials and processes used in art, craft and design and how these can be matched to ideas and intentions 

 the roles and purposes of artists, craftspeople and designers working in different times and cultures [for example, 

Western Europe and the wider world] 

 

Expectations 

Children can: 

 know about the roles and purposes of art, craft and design in different times and cultures 

 compare ideas, methods and approaches in others’ work and say what they think and feel about them 

 know what abstract art is 

 discuss how mood is created through colour 

 know what expressionism art is 

 to question and make thoughtful observations about starting points in art and design  

 understand how to use different media with fine control 

 create areas of tone (light and dark) by adjusting pressure 

 think about how feelings are portrayed in a painting 

 to experiment with colour mixing to create tertiary colours  

 to understand how feelings are portrayed 

 to know what is meant by a comic strip and how they are created 
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

 to know about the roles and purposes of art, craft and design in different 

times and cultures 

 

 to compare ideas, methods and approaches in others’ work and say what 

they think and feel about them 

 

 to know what abstract art is 

 

 to discuss how mood is created through colour 

 

Exploring and developing ideas - Abstract Art 

Introduce children to range of pieces of abstract art and artists. Link to topic art that makes the news/ powerful art/ modern art/ art of 

this century. 

 

Get children in groups to describe the art - what is it saying? Tell children how abstract art of 1950’s expresses feelings; groups work into 

types of feelings. Group colours into types of feelings 

 

Get children to create mood picture of their feelings, decide on shape and colour and paint. Create pictures in inks 

 

Get children to identify favourite piece of abstract art using a viewfinder identify part and recreate part. Repeat what they have drawn t 

create new abstract picture 

 

 to know what expressionism art is 

 

 to question and make thoughtful observations about starting points in art 

and design  

 

 To understand how to use different media with fine control 

 

 To create areas of tone (light and dark) by adjusting pressure 

 

 To think about how feelings are portrayed in a painting 

 

 To experiment with colour mixing to create tertiary colours 

Exploring and developing ideas - Expressionism 

Show children picture of the scream Edvard Munch. Identify powerful feelings the picture shows. Over a series of weeks :  

 

 Get children to use a view finder to repeat part of picture to practice technique 

 

 Get children to recreate scream using their feelings transferring ideas about colours to portray emotions from previous 

learning, Create own title and produce work in style of scream.  

 

 Children produce pictures with media that offer opportunities for fine control and close work coloured pencils, chalks, pastels 

etc 

 

 Children create areas of tone light and dark by adjusting pressure of sensitive materials  
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 Create pictures using variety of paints experimenting with different types of paint mixing tertiary colours and learning about 

complimentary colours 

 

 

 

 to question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and 

select ideas to use in their work 

 

 to know pop artists and their work 

 

Investigating and making - Comic Strip  Art 

Children to identify key new item and create news item into series of comic strip art pictures using key skills developed in this unit : 

drawing, tone, line, mixing colours, complimentary colours 

 

 Children divide news item up plan pictures with explosive words 

 

 Children draw then colour/ paint their comic strip pictures (one table one news item one picture each)  Reproduce their 

pictures in another media – children to use comic .life on the ipads to create their own comic strip. 

 

 to adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might 

develop it further 

 

Evaluating and developing work – Comic Strip  

Review their completed comic strip art pictures capturing  modern day news story. Children to compare the different media they have 

used to create a comic strip. 
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Manor Primary School 

Year 4 : Art and Design 

Castles – Architects and Designers in History 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will explore art for public buildings and spaces. They explore and use shape, form, colour and pattern to make pictures foe their local environment, a Marquette or model of a sculpture for a site in the 

school or the local area. They compare the ideas, methods and approaches used in the work of different sculptors. 

 

Core Aims  

Children  should be taught: 

 to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

 to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a 

range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

 about great artists, architects and designers in history. 

Children  should be taught to explore and develop their ideas :  

Children will have opportunities to: 

 record from experience and imagination, to select and record from first-hand observation and to 

explore ideas for different purposes  

 question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and select ideas to use in their 

work 

 collect visual and other information [for example, images, materials] to help them develop their 

ideas, including using a sketchbook. 

 

Children  should be taught to evaluating and developing work 

Children will have opportunities to: 

 compare ideas, methods and approaches in their own and others' work and say what they think 

and feel about them 

 adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might develop it further. 

 

Children  should be taught to investigate and make art, craft and design 

Children will have opportunities to: 

 investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and processes and to match these 

qualities to the purpose of the work  

 apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, developing their control of 

tools and techniques 
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 use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas and feelings, and to 

design and make images and artefacts. 

 

Children  should be taught to have a knowledge and understanding 

Children will have opportunities to: 

 visual and tactile elements, including colour, pattern and texture, line and tone, shape, form and 

space, and how these elements can be combined and organised for different purposes 

 materials and processes used in art, craft and design and how these can be matched to ideas and 

intentions  

 the roles and purposes of artists, craftspeople and designers working in different times and cultures 

[for example, Western Europe and the wider world]. 

 

 

Expectations 

Children can: 

 explore ideas and collect visual and other information about buildings to help them develop their work;  

 use their knowledge and understanding of materials and processes  

 to produce a sculpture, combining and organising visual and tactile qualities to communicate ideas and feelings;  

 compare and comment on ideas, methods and approaches used in their own and others’ three-dimensional work,  

 relate these to the purpose of the work; adapt and improve their work to realise their own intentions 
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

 To discuss and question critically, and select from a range of visual and 

other information  

 To develop ideas for independent work 

 To recall ideas and feelings about buildings that they know 

 To identify architectural details that they have seen and can look for and 

record during their research 

Discuss children’ ideas and feelings about buildings they know.  

Ask them to list the types of buildings they have seen and visited in the local area, eg civic, religious, domestic.  

Ask them how they respond to different types of buildings and how they feel about them.  

 

Examine floor plans of buildings, different angles and elevations.  

Talk about space and divisions of space, distances, proportions, materials, surfaces, sounds, temperatures, etc.  

Ask children  how they think the design and layout of the building would facilitate, direct or restrict their movement. 

 To record and analyse first-hand observations,  

 To select from experience and imagination 

 To explore ideas for different purposes 

 To name different types of architectural detail 

 To look at the shape, texture, pattern and form of the qualities of buildings 

 To research buildings in our local area. 

Arrange a visit to a local building.  

Ask the children to identify and name types of architectural detail, eg doorways, mouldings. Discuss qualities of buildings such as shape, 

pattern, texture and form. Ask the children to use viewfinders to focus their attention.  

 

Ask the children to research buildings in the local area. Children  could carry out tasks such as: 

– making a number of simple line drawings of interesting parts of buildings, eg columns or doors and window frames 

– making studies of brick, stonework, etc, emphasising pattern  

– exploring the detail of surface decoration or texture by making rubbings of lintels, rendering or low-relief decoration  

– using torn or cut paper and tonal drawing to describe the shadows and forms of moulding or carving 

Discuss with the children to identify the differences between drawings made for different purposes, eg gathering information, exploring 

ideas, investigating visual qualities, designing. 

 To know about codes and conventions and how these are used to represent 

ideas, beliefs and values in architecture 

 To look closely at artists sketchbooks and photographs 

 To look at plans of buildings, what they are and how they are created. 

Provide children with examples of architectural detail from artists’ sketchbooks, photographs, illustrations and plans of buildings.  

Ask Children to investigate how certain features are characteristic of particular styles, times and places. 

 

Children to work in groups to research buildings. Ask them to examine and discuss:  

 

– how design might be linked to function, technological developments, fashion, local materials, cost and skills available  

 

 

 

– how decorative features can be associated with the purpose of a building 

 

– the use of different visual and tactile qualities in architecture, eg Islamic detail and decoration compared with the work of ancient 

Greece 
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– the use of other qualities, eg geometric and organic shapes  

 

– how the circle and the sphere are used in buildings from different times and cultures 

 

Encourage the children to spot connections and links between how information is presented in different forms.  

Ask children to use skimming, scanning, highlighting and note making as appropriate to different texts and to use contents, index, 

glossary, key words, hotlinks, etc in finding information. 

 To organise and present visual and other information as a design proposal Children to focus on a castle as their type of building 

Ask children to design a small-scale sculpture of a particular type of building – use their prior learning to identify the architectural design 

features – giving reasons for their visions and choices. 

Focus on reasons for castles being built – use learning from history.  

Ask them to use their research and the visual and other information they have collected about buildings. 

Emphasize that they should aim to convey their ideas and feelings about the building in their plans and make  

clear how they interpret its meaning, eg creating surface textures, pattern, architectural detail, sounds, written  

responses to show objective and/or expressive interpretations. 

 to apply and extend their experience of a range of materials and processes, 

refining their control of tools and techniques 

 Use their knowledge and understanding of tools and techniques to 

communicate ideas and feelings about architectural forms and details 

 To plan an architectural building 

 To think about the planned design of a castle 

 To think about skills, tools and techniques to design a castle building and 

make it. 

Show children examples of the methods and processes they could use to make their small-scale sculpture and demonstrate some 

techniques. Children to focus on a castle as their building. 

Discuss: 

– how the concept of a building could be built up through using basic forms, eg slabs, blocks, cubes, domes  

 

– the potential of the materials and how they could dictate the forms, how surface qualities of pattern and texture might be created  

 

– how visual and tactile qualities could be exaggerated, taking ideas from architecture and sculpture 

 

Guide the children to create the basic forms of their building by: 

 

– creating slabs and assembling these as blocks of different sizes and proportions 

 

– creating cylindrical, conical or spherical forms 
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– cutting from, and adding to, forms  

 

– enlarging or combining shapes to produce new forms  

 

Discuss examples of abstract sculptural forms with Children  and notice the way that visual and tactile qualities are exaggerated, eg 

discuss how Brancusi used bold geometric shapes or how Moore produced simple and intricate forms and other qualities in his work. 

Artists’ sketchbook work can be looked at and discussed. These provide insights into how ideas for sculptural forms can be created, 

communicated and presented.  

 

Children will need to be guided through each stage of the design process. Instruction and demonstration will need to be balanced with 

children’ making a personal response.  

This is an opportunity for children to develop their skills and experience of working in three dimensions. If clay is used, this may be 

children’ first opportunity for using it. Basic skills, technical processes and health and safety procedures may need to be taught or 

revisited. 

 

 To experiment with and select methods and approaches, synthesise 

observations, ideas and feelings,  

 To design and make a sculpture based on architectural forms 

 To make a sculpture that explores the visual and tactile impact of shape, 

form, space, pattern and texture 

Either 

Ask children to make a free-standing sculpture in clay based on their research about buildings.  

Ask them to: 

– roll and cut clay slabs or combine coil and slab work to make a free-standing three-dimensional form 

 

– refer to the design and other plans as a guide to form the base shapes and forms 

 

– mark out on the surface and apply, model or inscribe other shapes, patterns, textures or forms 

 

– cut shapes from the base shape when the clay is firm 

 

– emphasise changes in surface and form, eg work oxide into selected areas, work the clay to produce distinct and bold or intricate 

forms 

 

Or 
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Ask the children to make a free-standing card and paper sculpture based on their research into buildings. Ask them to: 

 

– cut main shapes in card 

 

– assemble these shapes into a free-standing three-dimensional form 

 

– use ways of linking, joining, cutting and intersecting the shapes 

 

 

 

– use and apply card, paper and/or papier mâché to build forms or create surfaces 

 

– consider treating the surfaces of the sculpture, eg experiment with spraying, sponging, stippling and wiping to create a metallic, 

wood or stone effect 

Children may need to make templates for their slab work. The size of the structure that is used for the base shape needs to be considered.  

Although the structure may be small it should be big enough to enable children to explore the potential of their ideas. 

• Card construction techniques may require children to use glue guns and sharp knives. Health and safety procedures should be 

highlighted. 

 

 To analyse and evaluate their own and others’ work, express opinions and 

make reasoned judgements 

 To communicate what they think and feel about the work of architects and 

sculptors 

 To identify the effective methods and approaches that they and others have 

used and explain their views 

  

Ask the children to review the methods and approaches used in their own and others’ work. Which work made effective use of visual 

and/or tactile qualities? Which used a combination of forms to create a structure? Which used bold shapes, patterns, textures or forms? 

Which showed the inventive use of materials and techniques? Which has succeeded in the overall effect.  

Ask the children to analyses how effectively the methods and approaches they used matched their intentions. Which work shows effective 

drawing of architectural detail from first-hand experience? How practical were the ideas and other plans? Were materials and techniques 

matched to qualities of forms?  

 

Ask the children to think about the effect of their work. Do they notice, respond to and appreciate buildings and architecture differently 

as a result of their investigations and work? If so, can they explain why this is?  

Identify with children at each stage of their work the changes that need to be made. Agree with them how parts could be modified to 

make improvements. and finish of the work 

Ask the children to analyse how effectively the methods and approaches they used matched their intentions. Which work shows effective 

drawing of architectural detail from first-hand experience? How practical were the ideas and other plans? Were materials and techniques 
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matched to qualities of forms?  

 

Ask the children to think about the effect of their work. Do they notice, respond to and appreciate buildings and architecture differently 

as a result of their investigations and work? If so, can they explain why this is?  

Identify with children at each stage of their work the changes that need to be made. Agree with them how parts could be modified to 

make improvements. 
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Manor Primary School 

Year 5 : Art and Design 

What a performance! 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will investigate masks and costume worn in different times and cultures, including theatre costume. They use this as a starting point for designing and making a mask for a character in a story, using a 

range of textiles and other materials.  

 

Core Aims  

Pupils will … 

 to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

 to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a 

range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

 about great artists, architects and designers in history 

Pupils should be taught to explore and develop ideas 

Children should: 

 compare ideas, methods and approaches in their own and others' work and say what they think and 

feel about them 

 adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might develop it further 

 

Pupils should be taught to evaluate and develop work 

Pupils should: 

 record from experience and imagination, to select and record from first-hand observation and to 

explore ideas for different purposes 

 question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and select ideas to use in their work 

 collect visual and other information [for example, images, materials] to help them develop their ideas, 

including using a sketchbook. 

 

Pupils should be taught to develop their knowledge and understanding 

Pupils should: 

 visual and tactile elements, including colour, pattern and texture, line and tone, shape, form and space, 

and how these elements can be combined and organised for different purposes 
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 materials and processes used in art, craft and design and how these can be matched to ideas and 

intentions 

 the roles and purposes of artists, craftspeople and designers working in different times and cultures [for 

example, Western Europe and the wider world] 

 

Pupils should be taught about making art, craft and design 

Pupils should: 

 investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and processes and to match these 

qualities to the purpose of the work 

 apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, developing their control of tools 

and techniques 

 use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas and feelings, and to 

design and make images and artefacts 

 

 

Expectations 

Children can:  

 investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and processes and to match these qualities to the purpose of the work 

 apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, developing their control of tools and techniques 

 use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas and feelings, and to design and make images and artefacts 

 visual and tactile elements, including colour, pattern and texture, line and tone, shape, form and space, and how these elements can be combined and organised for different purposes 

 materials and processes used in art, craft and design and how these can be matched to ideas and intentions 

 the roles and purposes of artists, craftspeople and designers working in different times and cultures for example, Western Europe and the wider world 

 
 
 
 
 
Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  
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 To question and make thoughtful observations about starting points 

and select ideas to use in their work 

 To explore ideas about masks 

 To investigate and explore examples of designs for masks theatrical 

hats and costumes by artists. 

 To develop ideas and sketches of masks using art media 

 

Exploring and developing ideas – theatrical masks 

Introduce children to a range of masks by artists and artwork.  

Link to topic to history topic – the Awful Aztecs 

 

Over a series of lessons; show and handle a range of masks - suggested 

examples of designs for masks theatrical hats and costumes etc. e.g., ‘thunder Spirit Mask’ – Glenn Tallio, ‘Reveller in Costume, Venice 

Carnival’ – Graham MacFarlane, ‘Suit of Armour in Oyoroi Style’ – Myochin Mondo Ki No Muneharu, ‘Songye Spider Mask’ – 

Africa, ‘Residential School Transformation Mask’ – David Neel. 

 

Discuss with the children the masks, the characters they represent and the techniques used to create them 
Investigating Masks 

Share with the children masks in school from artefact boxes. Discuss with the children who might have used the mask, how do they 

know? What sort of character is portrayed by the mask? 

Ask the children to sketch the masks as they see them using pencil.  

Ask the children to use a viewfinder to look at different sections of the masks and focus on the features, sketching as appropriate  

Using a variety of media ask the children to recreate the masks using colours, tones and shades 
 

 To apply their experience of materials and processes, developing their 

control of tools and techniques their work  

 

 To use clay to recreate a mask 

 

 To develop and design ideas for a clay mask 

 

 

Investigating and making -Making Clay Masks 

Tell the children they are going to be making 3D masks using clay. Remind the children about previous work on the proportion of the 

face and the position of the main features. Discuss masks that the children have seen over the last few weeks. 

Model to the children how to use a ball of clay to create a face with features in the correct proportion. Use modelling tools to show 

features such as laughter lines etc. 

 

Provide the children with a ball of clay and ask them to create a face, it could be modelled on someone or could be a made up one. 

Ensure the children have features in the correct place and are adding details as appropriate 
Children to allow their mask to dry and then children to paint. Children to mix desired colour to an appropriate intensity. Masks to be 

varnished for presentation. 

 

* Link clay mask making to History topic on ‘The Awful Aztecs. Creating clay mask of the Aztec gods and sundial  

 

 

 to question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and 

select ideas to use in their work 

 

Investigating and Making -Creating character masks 

 

Tell the children they are going to create a mask for a theatre character, Refer the children back to the character masks already seen, was 
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 to know pop artists and their work 

 

there anything particular about the masks? What could we learn about the charters from their masks?  

Share with the children the mask template to be used as a starting point. Discuss tools, techniques and materials that could be used to 

create a 3D mask e.g. creating prominent features using papier-mâché, use of texture, paper curling, plaiting, weaving, twisting, folding, 

tissue and P.V.A glue, paper curling, using wire (Model and demonstrate as appropriate) 

 

In sketch books ask the children to create a character and then design their mask. The children are to use a variety of techniques to create 

different effects  

Children to use a mask template to create a character mask of their own over a series of lessons. Children to use tools and techniques as 

appropriate 

 
Children to create character for their mask, children to wear their mask and class to create a ‘cat walk’ so each mask can be seen.  

 

Key Notes 

• headwear and costumes designed for different purposes, e.g. for the theatre, carnival, celebration 

• expressive words and language, e.g. in songs, stories and poetry  

• making skills, e.g. knot, tie, fringe, and fold 

• textile techniques, e.g. appliqué, quilting 

• forces, e.g. weight, balance, movement 

 

 

*Link clay mask making to History topic on ‘The Awful Aztecs. 

 

 to apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, 

developing their control of tools and techniques 

 

 to investigate and combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and 

processes and to match these qualities to the purpose of their work   

 

 

 

 to adapt their work according to their views 

 

Investigating and making -Creating Puppets 

Discuss with the children the different types of puppets you can see e.g. rod, shadow and marionette. Share examples if possible and look 

carefully at their construction. How do puppets tell a story?  

Tell the children that they are going to perform a puppet show to tell a story (work linked to Literacy of history) and they are going to be 

creating their own puppets. The children will have to work as a group and produce different puppets for different roles 

 

Demonstrate the techniques for making puppets e.g. making joins, sewing techniques, adding details by gluing, nailing, tying, knotting 

 

Children to make their own shadow puppet and rod puppet. Children to plan their character, including tools and techniques to be used. 
Ask the children to create a character for their puppets and present them to the lower juniors 

 

materials suitable for constructing headwear, e.g. card boxes, cartons, paper plates, cups, card tubes, art straws, materials, sequins, crepe 
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and tissue paper, wool, punchinella, vivelle  

• strong card cut into strips of varying widths 

• joining materials, e.g. sticky tape, double-sided sticky pads, hole punches, treasury tags, glue and spreaders 

• scissors (for card and fabric) 

 

 to adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might 

develop it further 

 

Evaluating and developing work – creating masks and puppets 

Review their completed masks and create a visual story performance with puppets and masks. Use media centre to record and capture 

their performances. 

 Suggested examples of designs for masks theatrical hats and costumes etc. e.g., ‘thunder Spirit Mask’ – Glenn Tallio, ‘Reveller in 

Costume, Venice Carnival’ – Graham MacFarlane, ‘Suit of Armour in Oyoroi Style’ – Myochin Mondo Ki No Muneharu, ‘Songye 

Spider Mask’ – Africa, ‘Residential School Transformation Mask’ – David Neel. 

 

Pictures, books and videos about different kinds of celebration, carnivals and performances 

laminated cards of African tribal masks 
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Manor Primary School 

Art and Design  

Year 6 : Landscapes 

 

Overview of the Learning: 

In this unit children will explore the rural and/or urban landscape as a starting point for two-dimensional work. They record their observations through drawing and painting. They use shape, form, space, colour, texture 

and pattern to develop and communicate their ideas in a painting. They consider the ideas, methods and approaches of artists who have responded to landscapes in different ways.  

Core Aims  

Pupils should be taught: 

 to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas 

 to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a 

range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, clay] 

 about great artists, architects and designers in history. 

Pupils should be taught  

 

Pupils should be taught to explore and develop ideas 

Children should: 

 record from experience and imagination, to select and record from first-hand observation and to explore 

ideas for different purposes 

 question and make thoughtful observations about starting points and select ideas to use in their work 

 collect visual and other information [for example, images, materials] to help them develop their ideas, 

including using a sketchbook. 

 

Pupils should be taught to evaluate and develop work 

Pupils should: 

 compare ideas, methods and approaches in their own and others' work and say what they think and feel 

about them 

 adapt their work according to their views and describe how they might develop it further 

 

Pupils should be taught to develop their knowledge and understanding 

Pupils should: 

 investigate and combine visual, tactile and digital qualities of materials and processes and to match these 

qualities to the purpose of the work 
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 apply their experience of materials and processes, including drawing, developing their control of tools 

and techniques 

 use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas and feelings, and to design 

and make images and artefacts 

 

Expectations 

Children can: 

 Use a range of media to create landscapes 

 Mix colours appropriately to reflect tone, shape and form within a painting 

 To understand what is meant by colour blocking 

 To layer a painting to create the background and foreground 

 To use a viewfinder to focus on a specific part of a painting 
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Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

To collect visual and other information to help them develop their ideas about the 

environment 

 

To understand what our local environment contains 

 

To sketch man-made and natural objects from our school environment 

Explain to children that artists make works for different purposes eg to show how people live, still life, landscapes. 

Ask children on walk to identify and draw 1 natural and 1 man-made feature. 

Walk around school eg nature garden, playground, field. Using viewfinder to select images they think include interesting features. 

 

Children to draw thumbnail sketches in art book focus on relative proportions, lines and shape within area selected 

Can children explain choices and record aspects of surrounding environment to show understanding of shape, size, perspective, tone? 

 

Children to use a viewfinder to help focus if needed. 

To use a variety of methods and approaches to communicate observations, ideas 

and feelings in a painting 

 

To use a grid to help enlarge an image  

 

To sketch a landscape carefully identifying the key elements of it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select a photograph or picture of a landscape-urban or rural- use a grid system to enlarge chosen image on to A3 sheet.A1, B2 etc 

 

Explain children are to ‘draw what they see’  grid to grid so that the picture is enlarged on to their A3 sheet 

 

 

 A B C D E F G H I J 

1 

 

          

2 

 

          

3 

 

          

           

Children to look at the brush strokes for their painting – trying to imitate this when painting – modelling needed. 
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To compare ideas, methods and approaches. 

 

To find out about materials and processes and how these can be matched to ideas 

and intentions 

 

To recreate a landscaping using sketching  

 

To mix colours effectively when painting with watercolour 

 

Shoe powerpoint of how artists have represented rural and urban environment. Ask children to choose one piece of work and describe 

what they can see. Why did the artist choose this viewpoint? What was the purpose of the work? Who was it for? How has the artist used 

line, pattern, colour in the work? 

 

Work by: 

Constable, Gainsborough, Hockney, Turner, Heron, Sutherland, Leger, Escher 

 

Get children to recreate this image using sketching. Children to sketch what they can see, discuss how the children should be pressing 

lightly on their pencils and ensuring that it is a sketch and outline. 

 

Using watercolour children to then complete their painting – focus on the colours within their original as they are recreating. Children to 

mix colours – children can record their new mixes separately if they want to, to stick in their books. 

To use blocking to recreate a landscape 

 

To use paint accurately when selecting colours to paint a landscape 

 

To choose appropriate colours when ‘blocking’ that reflect the original landscape 

painting 

Show blocked painting of landscape – David Hockney 

 

 
 

Maurice Herault 
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1.  
 

Children recreate a landscape using poster paint, bold/bright colours.  

 

Children must create very basic likeness of their chosen landscape (no detail) using blocks of colour. (blocking). 

Recap the use of colour, holding paintbrushes 

 

 

To use layering to recreate a landscape 

 

To recreate a landscape focusing on the background first and moving on to the 

foreground. 

 

To think about the foreground and background of a painting and what they 

contain 

 

To use paint to create light and shade 

Children to choose another landscape – focus on the brush strokes and the way in which it is painted. Focus on 

 by Monet. 

 

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=blocking landscapes painting&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CAcQjRw&url=https://www.1stdibs.com/furniture/wall-decorations/paintings/french-mid-century-landscape-painting-maurice-herault/id-f_680460/&ei=X7CFVN3BBMeyUcu7gLAB&bvm=bv.80642063,d.d2s&psig=AFQjCNFBiIVCT6ipVG2-tGpddG7LN5sQTg&ust=1418133961632319
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Children to recreate an element of the painting using the same brushstrokes – focus on this allow children time to experiment. 

 

Layering 

Show children completed landscape (above) 

How should it be done? 

Layering. 

 

Children choose a landscape from the landscapes they have learnt about or focus on this by Monet. 

 

Using what they have just seen they try to recreate the landscape by layering details from the background to the foreground. This attempt 

can be very detailed if they so wish. Model and discuss this impact of this. 

 

There is more of a focus on light and shade 

Each element is contained (use a viewfinder) 

Colours are mixed carefully to match 

Each element of the painting is painted in detail 
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To a plan a landscape painting including the materials and techniques 

 

To create  a landscape using paint  

 

To mix colours accurately  

 

To create a final piece based on a plan of a landscape 

Children decide on a favourite landscape. In books they plan a simple version of the landscape inc. colour choice and starting point.  

 

How will they start – background to foreground! They fill in the planning sheet. What will they put in their picture. Why? Everything 

must be covered at this point. Explain it has to be visual. For the background object? Children to choose the materials they need, the style 

of painting, the media they will use and the steps they will take. 

 

 

Children begin to create the landscape for their artwork sticking closely to their plans and annotating if necessary if adaptation is needed. 

At this time only the background of their picture may be completed. Maybe the draft of their foreground object. 

 

Children continue to create their artwork. Finishing anything left from previous session. And progressing to the next stage of their art. 

Make sure that children are filling in planning sheets as they work if they need to adapt their ideas. 
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